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1. SUMMARY OF OUTCOMES
Project P1A-040 – ‘modelling and predicting mineralogical and textural controls on coarse liberation’ ran
from July 2012 to January 2014. The principal investigators were Dr Richard Hartner (JKTech) and Dr Yicai
Wang (JMRC). Dr Steve Walters (CRC ORE) acted as overall project mentor and manager. The aim of the
project was to develop a sophisticated understanding of why certain ore types and mineralisation textures
undergo breakage at coarse (100-1mm) scale resulting in preferential deportment of economic minerals to
specific size fractions (generally involving metal enrichment in the fines).
The P1A-040 project was related to the Coarse Liberation Circuit project which ultimately evolved into
Grade Engineering®. The concept of preferential coarse liberation is now embodied into Preferential Grade
Deportment by Size – one of the key levers of Grade Engineering. This has developed routine laboratory
and bulk scale testing programs to define preferential grade deportment by size as Response Rankings
derived from yield-response curves. The resulting large database of physical testing results shows that
preferential grade by size deportment is a highly variable physical response which does not relate to head
grade. While intuitively this variable response is regarded as a function of mineralogy and texture, current
CRC ORE Grade Engineering application is purely empirical and based on physical test results with no
associated predictive models. Predictive models based on inputs such as geological logging, core scanning
or information on mineralogy would be advantageous for constraining sample selection and interpolating
the results of more limited physical testing into resource block models.
Project P1A-040 was set up in anticipation of this challenge. It was based on sophisticated application of
Finite Element Modelling (FEM) using classified mineralogical information generated using QEMScan/MLA
technology or automated optical microscopy which are now widely used in the minerals industry primarily
for micron scale liberation and recovery analysis. The aim was to develop fundamental knowledge of how
mineralogy and texture interacts during coarse impact breakage mechanisms resulting in and controlling
observed variable grade deportment by size.
The project was designed to extend the capabilities of the SimRock FEM software developed by Dr Yicai
Wang (JKMRC) in the AMIRA P843A GeMIII project. The main aim of this project was to understand how
texture and mineralogy influences and controls comminution energy and efficiency under different
breakage mechanisms. The results were reported back to AMIRA P843A sponsors. The current CRC ORE
project involved extending functionalities of the SimRock software to allow analysis of breakage events
from a grade by size perspective using synthetic and actual (MLA-based) textures for different
mineralisation styles using a process of ‘virtual sieving’ of pseudo-particles represented by thoroughgoing
FEM damage and cracking in response to stress.
While the software enhancements were successfully carried out the resulting application phase identified
some critical modelling limitations which led to the work being terminated without achieving the key
project objectives. It was considered that additional funding or resources would not overcome these
limitations in a reasonable time frame and carried a high risk of continued failure.
The main technical issues involved reproducibility of simulated grade by size FEM results. This proved to be
highly sensitive to the physical properties (in particular Young’s Modulus and Poissons Ratio) assigned to
specific minerals as key inputs into the simulated stress interactions. There is limited and often conflicting
published data on these mineral properties and laboratory testing carried out in the current and previous
AMIRA projects also indicated highly variable results depending on factors such as crystallographic
orientation, solid substitution series and incipient alteration. The results of FEM grade by size simulations
proved to be far more sensitive to variability of the range of published and measured physical properties
used as model inputs rather than variations in the texture and mineralogy using classified MLA mineral
maps and synthetic textures. Use of classified mineral maps also meant that phase boundaries (areas of
similar mineralogy as identified using SEM EDS techniques) rather than grain boundaries (naturally
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occurring grains not in crystallographic continuity) had to be used as model inputs. This lack of ‘real world’
textures limited FEM stress interactions and crack propagation modelling.
While FEM simulations could be developed to reproduce preferential grade by size deportment responses
matching empirically observed results, due to the problems noted above these models were not robust or
reproducible under the current limitations. The project did illustrate the nature of controls for preferential
grade by size deportment but failed to generate robust usable predictive models. The key controls are
contrasts in adjacent mineral property strength moduli and the continuity of these contrasts. The
fundamental knowledge requirements identified in the original project remain an area of future research
opportunity.

2. OVERVIEW OF FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING CONCEPTS
The finite element method is a numerical modelling technique for obtaining approximate solutions of
partial differential equations with boundary conditions. In a continuum problem of any dimension the field
variable (such as pressure, temperature, displacement, stress, or some other quantities) possesses infinitely
many values because it is a function of each generic point in the body or solution region. The finite element
procedure reduces the problem to one of a finite number of unknowns by dividing the solution region into
elements and by expressing the unknown field variable at nodes in terms of interpolation functions within
each element. The main components involve:

Accurate prediction of the mechanical behavior of rock under external loading is relevant to a wide range of
engineering and manufacturing applications. Within the mining industry many applications involve a
requirement for failure during the process of comminution and liberation. This differs from many
engineering applications related to restricting potential failure and reducing stress.
The heterogeneity of rock and the requirement to reduce natural materials to micron scale products in the
mining industry, presents many challenges for modelling this process. In typical laboratory testing
environments use of apparently similar rock samples with the same dimensions and loading conditions can
result in different failure patterns. This reflects the diversity and complexity of natural material and
dynamic propagation of microstructures. While this is widely understood developing effective methods that
can simulate and model these dynamic interactions have only significantly evolved over the last decade.
Computer-based simulation has become an important method for modelling and predicting heterogeneous
rock-based cracking and failure. This has been driven by the rapid development of advanced mineral
mapping and imaging technology combined with finite element modelling methods and code. It is widely
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recognized that damage initiates primarily in the form of extensile micro-cracks that come from local
heterogeneities. An applied stress induces the micro-cracks to propagate and the damage to distribute
throughout the sample, and finally the micro-cracks coalesce and the damage localizes to develop a share
band, leading to strain softening and macroscopic failure.
The application of FEM using the JKMRC SimRock software applied to intact rock textures in the current
project are shown schematically in Figure 1. A classified mineral map (obtained using MLA in this case) is
used as the input for a set of FEM modelling runs. Physical properties are assigned to the classified minerals
based on a look up table. The texture is then meshed with the size and resolution of the mesh reflecting
boundary conditions and property contracts. The size and complexity of the mesh directly affects the time
required to run the models which even with modern computing can be considerable without mesh
refinement.
Once a mesh is generated simulated stress can be applied and each mesh (i.e. a finite element) interacts
with its neighbour to the point of a user defined failure event which then removes these elements from the
ongoing model.
Figure 1 - Illustration of Finite Element Modelling Approach

Textural input with assigned mineral
properties

Simulate incremental energy
i i
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Interpret
results

The type of stress, force, direction and duration can be modified across different simulations. This can
include a wide range of stress types such as thermal. The models typically iterate to user defined rules
based in increasingly smaller outcomes per iteration.
The end result is a strain and damage map superimposed on the input mesh. In this case there is no
simulated physical breakage – thoroughgoing damage represents cracks which can be used to digitally pull
the original input image apart. There are many different ways to analyse the inputs and outputs of FEM
runs – the force applied to generate the first thoroughgoing crack is a common concept for engineering
applications based around material failure; the amount of crack damage per unit force or unit is a common
concept for mining applications interested in defining size reduction outcomes based on amount of effort.
The elastic moduli of specific mineral phases are key physical property inputs for modelling and a typical set
of inputs is shown in Figure2.

Figure 2 – An example
of physical rock
property moduli used as
inputs into a modelling
run
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Specific values or ‘averages’ need to be used as elastic moduli inputs into each model and significant effort
went into generating a database of values based on published data and laboratory testing carried out in the
current and previous Gem project. During the data compilation phase it was noted that there were
significant variations in published and measured values but initial modelling commenced with averages or
local measurements taken from samples of the ores being modelled.
The outcomes of modelling indicate that it is boundary contact variations in elastic moduli values which
directly drive damage initiation and propagation. The higher the numerical difference on moduli and the
greater the extent of contiguous boundary directly controls the localized stress field.
Average Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s Ratios for common rock forming minerals are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 – Summary of average elastic moduli for common rock forming minerals
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Physical properties override traditional concepts of grouping minerals by crystal lattice, chemical
characteristics, unrelated scales such as Moh’s Hardness, or geological association. This can challenge
conventional geological thinking but is directly relevant to understanding breakage. For example, quartz
(one of the most rock forming common minerals) has an unremarkable Young’s Modulus similar to many
other minerals but an extremely low Poisson’s ratio. Pyrite has an extremely high Young’s modulus and
moderately low Poisson’s ration. Combinations of quartz and pyrite in any mineralisation type will
therefore drive the onset of breakage under many impact and tensile stress regimes. Preferential strain and
damage nucleated around pyrite is evident in Figure 4.
Furthermore minerals in physical proximity with these phases (i.e. textural association) will be exposed to
(but not propagating) high stress regimes leading to localised preferential breakage. This ‘rule of thumb’ is
evident as a first order control in the current FEM modelling and while a useful concept as previously noted
variability in elastic moduli for many minerals meant it was not possible to develop this into a robust
predictive outcomes at more detailed scales.

Figure 4 – An example of modelled preferential damage around (but not in) pyrite (yellow phase)
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3. EXAMPLES OF MODELLING OUTPUTS
A standard approach using SimRock was developed for optimising meshing, assigning physical parameters
and running models under incremental strain conditions. This is illustrated in Figures 5-7 for a range of
different mineralisation styles. Within the project many hundreds of models were generated and run across
porphyry Cu, iron oxide copper gold, magmatic Cu-Ni sulphide, stratiform Pb-Zn-Ag and magmatic PGE type
deposit styles using large area SEM and automated optical microscopy related classified mineral images at
thin section type scale.

Figure 5 – An example of input parameters and mesh optimisation used to begin a SimRock FEM run
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Figure 6 – An example of input parameters and incremental FEM damage with progressive stress
using a porphyry Cu related MLA classified image (sample is 1.5cm across)
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Figure 7 – An example of input parameters and incremental FEM damage with progressive stress
using an Iron Oxide Copper Gold related MLA classified image (sample is 1.5cm across)
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The result of a SimRock FEM simulation is a meshed image carrying information on the degree of damage
for each stage of incremental stress application. A damage threshold is set for where a mesh element is no
longer considered to be capable of transmitting further stress and becomes a physical discontinuity (i.e. a
crack). Significant problems were encountered in defining the exact nature and mathematical definition of
a ‘crack’ and the amount of fines likely to be generated from the high stress zones often extending around
these cracks using FEM. A standard definition was eventually employed but it is clear that further work is
required in this area for more rigorous scientific definition.
For the current project it was important that the models could be extended to generate simulated discrete
particles resulting from a simulation in order to analyse grade deportment by size. Given that actual
breakage does not occur in the modelling process with challenges around turning stress and damage
distributions into physical discontinuities as noted above, defining pseudo particles proved to be a major
challenge. While it was envisaged that the SimRock software could be extended to provide these functionalities, it was decided that use of existing advanced image processing software would be more effective.
The Definiens eCognition software was used for this task which was carried out by Dr Richard Hartner
(JKTech). Applications of the eCognition software for automated mineral classification using optical
microscopy has been the subject of Dr Hartner’s PhD thesis as part of the AMIRA P843 GeM project.
Automated scripts were developed to analyse images produced by SimRock attributed with defined levels
of stress considered to represent discontinuities. These were converted into simulated particles in
eCognition and analysed for preferential deportment of mineralogy by size which could be converted into
selected grade and displayed primarily using graphing tools in Excel.
An example of the pro-forma output generated using this approach is illustrated in Figures 8-9. Figure 9
clearly shows the preferential deportment of pyrite in fines with no preferential deportment of chalcopyrite
as it is not physically associated with pyrite.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Although a methodology was established which could be used to simulate and match the nature of
preferential grade by size results observed during empirical physical testing a number of difficulties were
encountered once a routine approach was established:
1. Setting up the runs and analysing the outcomes using three separate pieces of software
proved to be time consuming and computationally intensive.
2. The definition of ‘cracks’ and associated damage volumes (i.e. ‘fines) from FEM stress
distributions was problematical.
3. Even though the input classified mineral images represented ‘large areas’ by current
automated microscopy standards they were typically less than 2x2 cm which doesn’t
allow the large scale physical interactions involved in real world coarse breakage to occur.
4. Because of this physical limitation the number of modelled particles produced per size fraction
was often very small and not statistically robust. This often resulted in significant differences
in the calculated mineralogy by size results for different stress applications to the same sample.
5. Of most significance was the extreme sensitivity of the FEM outcomes to relatively small
differences in physical property inputs for specific minerals within the range of measured and
published variability. The outcomes were therefor considered not be robust and reproducible.
For these technical reasons it was decided not to continue or extend the work. The ambitious project
therefore did not meet its original fundamental objectives despite major effort and technical progress.
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Figure 8 – An example of the pro-forma data output developed for a classified mineralogy sample
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Figure 9 – An example of the pro-forma data output developed for a classified mineralogy sample
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